
ANDREW HARRISON

J
USTIN SNAITH has
eleven runners
entered for the
H o l l y w o o d b e t s

Durban July and the more
runners that he can get into
the race gives the opposition
less chance of winning. It’s a
smart strategy with the
ammunition at his disposal
with a mixture of young and
old to work his plan.

Three-year-olds Double
Superlative and Pomp And
Power warmed up their
engines in last Saturday’s
WSB Guineas with the for-
mer putting in an eye-
catching performance and
who may be worth an early
ante-post tickle with the
July sponsors.

It’s the old guard that do
duty in the World Sports
Betting 1900 at
Hollywoodbets Greyville
today headed by veteran
Do It Again who will be
out to add a third July win
to his CV.

His last success came at
almost the exactly same
day last year when win-
ning a Pinnacle Stakes
event.

Kommetdieding
He was then a touch

unlucky not to have fin-
ished closer to
Kommetdieding in the
July after starting from a
wide gate and being
checked a furlong out.

His form since then has
been exceptional at the top
level without winning.

Most recently he was fin-
ishing off his race nicely
in the Cape Met but that
was three months back.
Although he ticks all the
boxes for today’s race, the
lay-off is of some concern
but he is the best weighted
runner so can go all out to
win without getting pun-
ished by the handicapper
ahead of the July.

Stable companion Crown
Towers has been rested but
runs well fresh and loves
Greyville.

He is a strong front 
runner so should have it
all his own way from gate
two.

Sean Tarry, who has the
smart filly Rain In Holland
entered for the July, also
has Litigation pencilled in

and the three-year-old is
progressive with solid
Highveld form.

Victory here will book
him a spot in the July
regardless of what follows.

Duncan Howells has
taken it race-by-race with
Origami who has had a
host of niggles but he
comes off a good second in
in a Listed feature and
improves with every run.

Mount Anderson
Mount Anderson, ahead

of Origami when last they
met, Gainsford and
Shampompo Shampezi are
others that could make the
frame.

Supporting feature is the
KRA East Coast Cup
(Listed), a nightmare of a
race with most in with
winning chances and luck
in running could play the
biggest role.

This looks to be a ‘field’
race in the exotics. Gareth
van Zyl sends out She’s A
Keeper who has run
against the best and not
been far behind of late.
She is the obvious stand-
out.

She had the worst of the
draw in the recent
Empress Club Stakes but is
well in at these weights
and can get back to win-
ning ways.

Opera Glass comes with
solid Highveld form, two
lengths off the smart Rain
In Holland last time out
and she will have her sup-
porters.

Keep On Dancing does
seem to prefer
Hollywoodbets Scottsville
but she looks fairly well
weighted here and was
only two lengths back to
Lyrical Dance last start
and is now 1.5kg better off
in the weights.
Twicethequality is never
far back and looks handily
weighted while Jacqueline
was finishing like a train
behind Lyrical Dance last
time out and can turn the
tables although they meet
on the same terms, both
from deep draws.

A Pinnacle Stakes sprint
is the last leg of the Pick 6
on a 10-race programme
and for many it will be a
warm-up for the Gr1
Golden Horse Sprint.

Last year’s Golden Horse

winner Battle Force has
his first outing for his new
stable and is well weight-
ed. If anywhere near ready
he should go close.

Tempting Fate looks the
pick of the Dennis Drier
pairing and has his third
start since a break.

He has improved in
blinkers and should at
least make an impression.
Al Skeet has not been out
since December but is
lightly raced and gets first
time blinkers.

Coin Spinner
Coin Spinner is held in

high regard by his stable
and even though he gets
1kg over weight for the
services of top rider
Keagan de Melo it must be
some indication of his
chances.

In the opening leg of the
Pick 6, Highveld raider
Floreana has been close-up
in two workrider races but
that form could still prove
stronger than local where
a number of the fancied
runners have finished on
top of each other in recent
races.

Ndaka has disappointed
on more than one occasion
but goes well over this trip
and now gets a 4kg claimer
up which could see him
home.

However, both

Slurricane and King’s
Spear finished ahead last
time although there was
less than a length between
the three.

Debutante Stevie Gee
may be worth following in
the market.

The fifth is a tricky
maiden. Forward Spell was
showing signs of coming to
hand on the Highveld and
has shown that he stays
the trip.

He has the best of the
draw which could see him
home.

Quick Response has been
making steady progress.
He does have a wide draw
but appears to be coming
to hand and is back on the
turf.

Ravens Sword made no
show in the soft after a
close-up second at his pre-
vious start on the poly.

No rain predicted so one
can possibly ignore that
last run.

The eighth is another
tough race but Artic Tune
has been close-up to
stronger at recent outings
and with a stronger rider
aboard should go well.

Super Silver
Super Silver stays well

and was not disgraced in a
smart Highveld field last
time out while Hinckley
made no show first up on
the poly but does seem pro-
gressive and the stable is
in good form of late.
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BBIIPPOOTT ((RR3366))
LLeegg 11:: 22 xx 11 
LLeegg 22:: 55 xx 11 
LLeegg 33:: 11 
LLeegg 44:: 66 
LLeegg 55:: 11 xx 77 xx 44 
LLeegg 66:: 33 xx 22 xx 11 

PPAA ((RR116622))
LLeegg 11:: 55 xx 11 
LLeegg 22:: 11 
LLeegg 33:: 66 
LLeegg 44:: 11 xx 77 xx 44 
LLeegg 55:: 33 xx 22 xx 11 
LLeegg 66:: 22 xx 11 xx 44 
LLeegg 77:: 99 xx 44 xx 22 

PPIICCKK 66 ((RR22770000))
LLeegg 11:: 11 xx 77 
LLeegg 22:: 66 xx 11 xx 99 
LLeegg 33:: 11 xx 77 xx 44 
LLeegg 44:: 33 xx 22 xx 11 xx 77 xx 66 
LLeegg 55:: 22 xx 11 xx 44 xx 99 xx 55 xx 33 
LLeegg 66:: 99 xx 44 xx 22 xx 33 xx 11 

JJAACCKKPPOOTT ((RR227700))
LLeegg 11:: 66 xx 11 xx 99 
LLeegg 22:: 11 xx 77 xx 44 
LLeegg 33:: 33 xx 22 xx 11 xx 77 xx 66 
LLeegg 44:: 22 xx 11 xx 44 xx 99 xx 55 xx 33 

BBEESSTT BBEETT -- RRaaccee 33:: 11 
--VVAALLUUEE BBEETT -- RRaaccee 44:: 66 

DDAAVVIIDD TTHHIISSEELLTTOONN CCOOMMPPUUTTAAFFOORRMM PPEERRMMSS

TTUURRFFFFOONNTTEEIINN SSEELLEECCTTIIOONNSS

(1) Shikoku 
(3) In The Ether 
(2) Twice A Miracle 
(2) Alabaster 
(3) Allaroundtheworld 
(1) Flow Forever 
(1) Dawn Mission 
(4) Chasing Mavericks 
(2) Blonde Act 
(1) Aryaam 
(2) Flying First Class 
(11) Cape Bouquet 
(4) Miss Elegance 
(1) Ultra Quick 
(2) Sound Of Hounds 
(1) Bingwa 
(6) Bowie 
(5) Willow Express 
(2) Homely Girl 
(4) Caralluma 
(6) Bureau Des Legende 
(8) Courante 
(2) Euro Cent 
(9) Bloomington 
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(2) Twice A Miracle 
(1) Shikoku 
(3) In The Ether 
(5) Never To Clever 
(1) Flow Forever 
(2) Alabaster 
(1) Dawn Mission 
(7) Gimme A Dream 
(2) Blonde Act 
(6) Ontheverge 
(1) Aryaam 
(9) Zazu 
(1) Ultra Quick 
(7) Team Gold 
(4) Miss Elegance 
(3) Sound Of Summer 
(2) Sovereign Spirit 
(1) Bingwa 
(2) Homely Girl 
(1) Pretty Betty 
(4) Caralluma 
(9) Bloomington 
(4) Sage King 
(2) Euro Cent 

AANNDDRREEWW HHAARRRRIISSOONN CCOOMMPPUUTTAAFFOORRMM PPEERRMMSS

HHOOLLLLYYWWOOOODDBBEETTSS GGRREEYYVVIILLLLEE SSEELLEECCTTIIOONNSS

(6) Lady Chocolat 
(5) Classical Chord 
(4) Will O Me 
(3) Ready To Fly 
(12) Virginia Sweet 
(8) Quanabi 
(5) Winter Journey 
(10) Reginas Angel 
(4) Totally Rocks 
(8) Ndaka 
(3) Floreana Island 
(5) King's Spear 
(14) Triton 
(4) Death Blow 
(5) In The Summertime 
(8) She's A Keeper 
(5) Opera Glass 
(2) Black Silver 
(6) Do It Again 
(4) Litigation 
(2) Crown Towers 
(2) Etiquette 
(4) Victory Twist 
(5) Artic Tune 
(8) Coin Spinner 
(2) Ambiorix 
(4) Al Sakeet 
(2) Specially Selected 
(3) Fateful Day 
(9) Spy Master 
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(6) Lady Chocolat 
(5) Classical Chord 
(10) I Like It Hot 
(3) Ready To Fly 
(7) Broadway Girl 
(12) Virginia Sweet 
(5) Winter Journey 
(4) Totally Rocks 
(10) Reginas Angel 
(3) Floreana Island 
(8) Ndaka 
(4) Slurricane 
(1) Forward Spell 
(11) Quick Response 
(8) Ravens Sword 
(8) She's A Keeper 
(5) Opera Glass 
(3) Keep On Dancing 
(6) Do It Again 
(4) Litigation 
(7) Origami 
(5) Artic Tune 
(7) Super Silver 
(8) Hinckley 
(7) Battle Force 
(6) Tempting Fate 
(4) Al Sakeet 
(9) Spy Master 
(3) Fateful Day 
(13) Letsdoit 
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BBIIPPOOTT ((RR7722))
LLeegg 11:: 33 
LLeegg 22:: 55 xx 44 
LLeegg 33:: 33 xx 88 
LLeegg 44:: 11 xx 1111 
LLeegg 55:: 88 xx 55 xx 33 
LLeegg 66:: 66 xx 44 xx 77 

PPAA ((RR114444))
LLeegg 11:: 55 
LLeegg 22:: 33 xx 88 
LLeegg 33:: 11 xx 1111 
LLeegg 44:: 88 xx 55 xx 33 
LLeegg 55:: 66 xx 44 xx 77 
LLeegg 66:: 55 xx 77 
LLeegg 77:: 77 xx 66 

PPIICCKK 66 ((RR772200))
LLeegg 11:: 33 xx 88 
LLeegg 22:: 11 xx 1111 
LLeegg 33:: 88 xx 55 xx 33 xx 44 xx 1133 
LLeegg 44:: 66 xx 44 xx 77 
LLeegg 55:: 55 xx 77 xx 88 xx 1122 
LLeegg 66:: 77 xx 66 xx 44 

JJAACCKKPPOOTT ((RR112200))
LLeegg 11:: 11 xx 1111 
LLeegg 22:: 88 xx 55 xx 33 xx 44 xx 1133 
LLeegg 33:: 66 xx 44 xx 77 
LLeegg 44:: 55 xx 77 xx 88 xx 1122 

Trainer Justin Snaith runs DO IT AGAIN in the WORLD
SPORTS BETTING 1900 (Grade 2) at Hollywoodbets
Greyville today. Anton Marcus will be in the irons. 

Picture: Candiese Lenferna

Can Do It Again do it again?
July warm-up
for Snaith’s

charge


